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De La Rue Ink Recipes
Dummy stamp design of 1863 helped DLR to record the composition of the colours of its inks

From mid-Victorian times De La Rue generally used a dummy stamp design depicting The Queen for its ink
trials. The dummies were attached, usually in blocks of four but sometimes just singles, to double-sided pages
within an ink ledger containing the recipes for each individual ink colour. To represent bi-coloured stamps
examples are known using pairs of both colours. These were used at their factories so that the company could
faithfully replicate at the next requirement any specific colour and could match against reprints.  The example
below is for the ink colour known as “Italian Brown”, which is backed-up with “Cobalt Blue”. *



Cartor Celebrates 1999
Unusual wide format perforated souvenir sheet, with two vertical folds

Cartor has frequently produced material at Christmas / New Year time and your compiler recently found such
an item for 1998/99 that he had not previously seen. Conception was by Michel Hosszu with the participation
of Jean-Paul Veret le Marinier and of Michel Lutz. There does not seem to be a common theme running
through the sheet, indeed each chosen image appears random, as befits his style of art. The dealer charged a
mere £1.50. The middle panel alone is illustrated on the website of Hosszu, but without comment by him.*
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So, when was Cartor Security Printing Founded?
Everything had pointed to 1974….until now

Your compiler enjoys searching online using keywords and recently came across three postcards with very
fine gold foil embossing. The interesting thing about these attractive items is that they each bear an imprint of
the printer that reads CARTOR and were produced in 1972, two years before the apparent founding of ‘our’
Cartor. It could be that another company with the same name was also gold-foiling that year in France, but it
seems highly unlikely.*
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(above) Imprint on De Gaulle card reverse.

(below) 23 carat gold foiled card face.

(above) Imprint on Notre
Dame de Paris

card reverse.

^ 24 carat gold foil version
of the De Gaulle card.



Cartor Update on Gold Foiling
Latest use of the technique first seen on previous page

A British Machin £1 gold foil embossed stamp has
recently been produced by Cartor for Royal Mail.

Cartor has long been associated with the use of this
specialised technique, pioneered on stamps for the
first time by Harrison back in the mid-1960s. The
wording in the Prestige Booklet states: “....printed
in lithography and foiled in gold by International
Security Printers.”

Walsall does not use offset, so the book panes were
printed and foil embossed at Cartor. The mini sheet
bearing this same stamp was web printed by gravure
at Wolverhampton (complete, less the foiling), and
then shipped to Cartor who applied the gold foil and
embossed each stamp using the hot foil process.

It seems unlikely that the stamps were printed in
genuine gold, as there is no mention of the karat
content of the foil in the booklet text. Pure 24kt gold
could incur an expenditure of 200 thousand euros
for just one stamp issue alone (while writing this, a
mere one gram of gold was £31), so it is assumed
that Royal Mail went for a “gold look” instead.

Some years back, a  reader supplied a non–
embossed gold foiled £1 Machin image asking for
its origin. While this was not resolved, it seems
appropriate to include it here again. *
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Gold Foiling Method
How the foil is applied

The method of foiling stamps has come in for some
philatelic misinformation recently. This column aims
to explain how it is undertaken using specialist
equipment.

The components
1)  A ‘male’ embossing die, often made of brass.
2)  The pre-printed stamp sheets, often web printed.
3)  Adhesive-backed gold foil. Other foil colours and
      types, such as holographic or silver, are available.
4)  A ‘female’ debossing die, often plastic.

The method
A ‘sandwich’ is created comprising
1)  the male raised die (which has been pre-heated),
2)  the stamp paper,
3)  an adhesive-backed foil,  and
4)  the female engraved die.

These four components are ‘squeezed’, or brought
together, under heat and great pressure to transfer the
foil design to the paper and raise the image on the
stamp surface simultaneously. Foiling can also be
done without the embossing element. *

    Not foiled.         Typical foil roll.               Foiled.

Brass male dies with MS above. Printed at ITVF France.
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British Essay - Really?
Provenance seems unlikely

British auctioneer Sandafayre recently offered an
interesting item for sale. The description stated:

It seems unlikely that this would a) be British and
b) relate to the 1879 Tender process, but your
compiler is happy to be corrected by a more
knowledgeable collector. Incidentally, the price has
dropped to a £60 estimate since first writing. *

Harrison Trading Stamps
Harrison and Green Shield were both based in Wycombe

Harrison had a massive contract for the production of
Green Shield stamps, which were given to shoppers
as a loyalty reward in the days before points were
written to plastic cards, such is the case with the
current British Nectar scheme.  The ‘stamps’ would
be affixed in a savings book and exchanged for gifts.

A mug has recently been discovered while trawling
the net that was presented to those involved within
Green Shield at its High Wycombe distribution centre.
The back of the mug reveals the huge scale of the
scheme, for in seven years (1966-1973) a massive
48.5 million gifts were distributed. Think of how
many stamps Harrison would have printed!*

A Green Shield stamp and a Harrison test version.

 



De La Rue Trial  Engraving
Not what people think

This is not an essay for Canada, as some suppose,
but an attempt by DLR to secure a printing contract
from the Italian Post Office back in July 1903. *

Waterlow Imperf from 1940
Uncommon example of exhibition sheetlet

The top and bottom designs are adaptations of
earlier Waterlow dummy stamps.*

Cartor’s First Ever Postage Stamp
Not a dummy stamp, but good to see CSPs origins

The first stamp to come out of the Cartor factory
was for the Islamic Republic of Mauritania and was
released in 1975. How far they have come!*

Walsall and Tonga Relationship
Black print “Sponsored by Walsall Security Printers”

The background to this item is unclear. Why would
WSP have sponsored such an item?*
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Tail End of Scouts Dummy
Unusual find, as most examples of the buff paper attachment are of the outer coil wrapper

A reader kindly sent in a scan of the 1957 Scouts dummy showing the buff paper from the centre of coil.*



Newly Found Enschedé Booklet
The three beige and three blue labels are previously unrecorded. The two dummy stamp designs are well known

It is rare to find new items from Enschedé, so this booklet from around 1976 came as a nice surprise when first
noticed. The booklet cover has not been scanned yet, as the lot is still awaited from the vendor in Holland.
Hopefully this can be shown in the next issue. In the meantime, can anyone add to the story?*
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Bulletin Souvenir Designer
A signed card reveals designer name at last

Questa Red Cachet
Unusual colour found

The Rowland Hill card above is
printed by photogravure, offset
and letterpress and was
designed by Clive Abbott as a
gift for Philatelic Bulletin
readers. Signed cards were
unheard of… until now. *

The card above should be well
known to readers, but less so
with a red coloured cachet
instead of black. Perhaps red
ink was reserved for those cards
that were postally used, as with
this example? *



The Unidentified Lady of Walsall
Can anyone out there identify who is shown in this image?

The PSA dummy stamp below comes from Walsall Security Printers and is said to date from around 1980.

The simplicity of the design tends to lead one to believe that the printer was (roughly) mimicking the Machin
head design, with Royal Mail no doubt having been the intended recipient. Indeed, meeting notes between the
PO and WSP (see next page) accompanied the dummy stamp. The envelope shown also includes a Ben Jonson
dummy stamp, which has been covered within these pages before. *
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The Unidentified Lady of Walsall (continued)

The following text is from an undated meeting between The Post Office and Walsall Security Printers and
relate to the merits and disadvantages of the use of a self-adhesive substrate. A low-resolution scan of these
hand-written notes accompanied the "Unidentified Lady" dummy stamp auction description.

E.R. Self Adhesive Stamps
Mr. (Name unclear on hand-written notes.) Postal Marketing.
Mr. (Name unclear on hand-written notes.) Walsall Security Printers.

Postal Marketing:
Advantages Disadvantages
Novelty.           More litter.
Hygiene.           Waste of paper.
Convenience.          Higher weight at Bulk Rates. (More storage space).
Promotional advertising. Higher transportation costs.

               Costs 3 times as much.
               Don't know of quality.
               Fraudulent reuse.
               Glue after time comes to surface.

Mostly small authorities have used these.
Doubtful if USA will go ahead.
If all stamps produced this way, would cost £2,000,000 more per year.

Walsall Security Printers:
Advantages Disadvantages

Advertising £1,000  for 1,000,000 stamps.   Litter not reported as serious.
Social improvements - modern.         Storage.
Hygienic.

70,000,000 stamps.    25,000,000

£16,000 [ word? ]  for  £1,000  4 colour.

300 screen line lithographic print.

Post Office purchases some 6,000,000,000 per year.
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The above transcription is laid out as closely
as possible to the original scan, alongside.

It is interesting to see how both sides of the
argument saw the potential for PSA stamps.
Perhaps not surprisingly, WSP saw few
disadvantages to self-adhesive substrates.
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Harrison Arms on Cover
Affixing machine demonstration usage

The cover below bears four individual ‘Arms’
dummy stamps and sold for £25 recently. *

Harrison Dummy Booklet
Unusual find…

eBay recently offered at £275 the booklet shown
below. The pane(s) bear the Harrison script
watermark.*

Wiggins Teape Presentation Folder
Previously unseen item

Paper supplier Wiggins Teape produced an
attractive example of the use of their papers.

The text at the bottom right advises that:
This series has been printed two colour photo-
gravure by Harrison and Sons Limited on Royal
Cipher watermarked paper by the Wiggins Teape
Group, London. *

Czech Engraved Stamps
A useful new addition to philatelic literature

For those among you who enjoy intaglio printed
stamps and lament their passing in most countries,
you should visit https://www.ptcpraha.cz/en/ and
subscribe to the free newsletter on the subject.
Choose REGISTRATION at foot of page, plus the
NEWSLETTER option to get back issues. *

https://www.ptcpraha.cz/en/
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Cheddleton Mill
Royal Mail will be commemorating Cheddleton
Flint Mill soon,  something that Coated Papers Ltd
did many years ago….

Horizontal format CPL design. WAG gum.

The Royal Mail stamp (20 June 2017)
with its water-activated (WAG) gum.

Vertical format CPL
design. WAG gum.

Horizontal format >>
CPL design in booklet

with PSA gum.



Elvis for Dummies
Four designs that never made it

Elvis Aaron Presley was an American singer-songwriter and actor. Regarded as one of the most significant
cultural icons of the 20th century, he is often referred to as the "King of Rock and Roll", or simply "the King".

British stamp printer Format International Security Printers produced a set of dummy designs using paintings
of Elvis and the words COUNTRY and $, presumably to tempt a nation into issuing stamps with his image.
They were offered on eBay in a presentation Cromalin proof folder for around $75 recently. *

From a King to a Queen (Mother)….
A set by Format that did get issued

Format International Security Printers Ltd is remembered for all the wrong reasons and tens of thousands of
their (often somewhat dodgy) ‘postage’ stamps continue to appear on worldwide auction sites.  They never
issued a dummy stamp with their company name on, or so it appears, the closest is this small card (similar in
style to the old BPE exhibition sheets) that was given away in a British stamp magazine at the time that the
Barbudian stamps were issued. *
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Waterlow & Sons Colour Samples Box
First evidence that these well known dummy stamps were used as samples of colour

A box of colour samples by Waterlow & Sons with 79 pages of five stamps each. Said to date from about 1930,
which could be true, but it is probably half a decade earlier. Offered at 7,000 Rand (circa £425). *

Waterlow and Sons 1925 dummy stamp.
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The Robespierre Dummy Stamp Image Appeared
on a Harrison & Sons Banknote-type Sample
An early example of the recycling of artwork

The dummy stamp is well known, but its use on a Harrison dummy banknote probably less so.*

Waterlow Dummies with Argentinean Watermark
New discovery in auction sale

The scan from an auction recently held in Argentina is similar to the front page
items listed a couple of issues back BUT each dummy stamp bears the
watermark shown alongside. These could well be unique as your compiler is
unfamiliar with anything similar on the market or in collections. Check yours! *
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Blue Train Questa Trials
An attractive issue made nicer by the overprint

The five stamps below were issued by the South
African Post Office in 1997, but it will be noted that
these are imperforate and each copy bears an over-
print worded PHOS TRIAL ONLY.

These were produced by The House of Questa and
sold recently for £350 online.  There is clearly a
story to be told here, but whether the details survive
is unknown.  Copies of each stamp are also recorded
used on experimental internal covers. *

Brads Mexican Dummy Stamp
New colours seen

Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. are not known to have
made any of the Mexican Mail Transportation issue
for 1895, but they did produce what Robson Lowe
referred to as“a splendid replica” of the One Cent
value with a diagonal banner in the upper left corner
worded in Spanish ‘PRUEBA’ (proof).

There is an imperforate version in light blue known,
as shown here previously, and two further colours
line perforated 12 in chestnut and deep vermilion
are reported.  The chestnut colour has not been seen
by your compiler, but the deep vermilion can now
be shown above.

The only multiple seen is a right-hand pair that has a
most ornate margin. The scan is either the black
version mentioned below or simply taken from a
black and white illustration.

The Essay-Proof Journal number 94 states that this
salesman’s sample exists in black, blue and brown
(presumably the chestnut version).

The issued examples were printed in green by the
Oficina del Gobierno and depict a letter carrier. *



The Crown Agents and the Golden Wedding
A further presentation folder revealed

It was a glorious Summer evening on 9 July 1997, when the Crown Agents Stamp Bureau and the British
Library Philatelic Collections held a joint reception in the King's Library Gallery.

The evening celebrated two events, namely the forthcoming move of the Library to new premises, and the
issuance of a commemorative 'omnibus' edition of stamps and souvenir sheets from 17 countries.  The series
was produced to commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the Wedding of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh.

As each guest left the reception they were presented with a commemorative folder bearing the Crown Agents
logo.  Inside was an example of the Golden Wedding miniature sheet with a suitably inscribed perforated label
instead of stamp design.  These sheets were reserved exclusively for guests that night, or so it was thought….

A reader recently provided a scan of the same sheet recorded here, but with text on the inside front cover of
the folder marking a Caribbean postal meeting and conference. Each delegate received a copy. *
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^^ The Caribbean postal meeting and
conference souvenir folder.

<< The invitation card to the July
CASB / British Library event.

The late Nigel Fordham of the Crown Agents
Stamp Bureau and David Beech of The British
Library Philatelic Collections, joint hosts of the

special evening in July 1997.



Further Examples of Post Office Dummy Banknotes
Thanks go to a reader who shared some of his notes with us. Non-GPO items by DLR and NCR are not shown here
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Cartor Goes Down Under
CSP had a presence at this Australian Stamp and Coin Show that was recently held in Melbourne

 >>

 >>

Note the small plate reading CSP1 with Cartor logo and the larger Cartor logo lower down on the
machine. This branding is because Cartor owns this vending machine. Image from Jersey Post.

Cartor did not give-away unique dummy Post and Go format labels via its machinery at this show. Instead,
the two stamp reels were dispensing Guernsey and Jersey issued postage labels from the same machine. This
is said to be a world first. However, they did produce eight designs of Post and Go dummy labels, split
between two types of roll. The first roll was especially attractive and depicted six different Antipodean
animals, while the second roll had just two designs and related to the theme of Australia and her States.

The Jersey issued Post and Go
stamps with receipt stating

“Printed by Cartor”.



The dummy rolls had to be printed in advance of the
show, or in quiet moments at the event, and were
handed-out to visitors, or so it appears, as the
machine was in use selling the aforementioned
Jersey and Guernsey stamps. This may, in part,
explain why no dummy receipts are in existence.

Note how both “sets” of labels exist either with a
B3 or a B4 prefix in the data-string.  (The apparent
different backing paper colour on the scans above is
actually the result of scanning being undertaken by
two different home printers in two countries.)

Most of the Map and States rolls of labels were
handed-out in design pairs only, with far fewer

‘collector strips’ of six existing. A lovely issue. *
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Closed Album
John Holman FRPSL (1950-2017) has passed away

John died peacefully on Saturday 10th June 2017
after a short illness.

He was a good friend, not just to me but to the
hobby in general. A prolific writer, he was one of
the last worldwide general collectors who liked
nothing more than to spend the evening soaking,
drying and mounting-up into albums recently
acquired used stamps from kiloware purchases.

John was a very keen Cinderella collector and
always offered me support and encouragement in
anything that I undertook, not least with the
publication  before you. He was my editor when I
wrote for the Philatelic Bulletin and was always a
pleasure to deal with, willing to share his
extensive wide-spread knowledge with everyone.

I will greatly miss our many stamp conversations
at the telephone and our excursions to the
Olympic Park in London.  These few lines hardly
do justice to the impact that he made. GLENN
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...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
    Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.

Thank you. * 

Bradbury, Wilkinson Bearded Man
Format of sheets confirmed

Known to have been printed in panes of 32, this is
evidence of that format, and in four colours too.

Panes of 24 are also rumoured to exist… can you
confirm this with a scan, please? *

“It Pays to Use Coated Papers…”
No, not Coated Papers Ltd, but a pre-1939 organisation

Readers familiar
with British stamp
substrates will
know of the firm of
Coated Papers Ltd,
now Tullis Russell.

The label alongside
was recently seen
and it had been
issued by the
Association of
Makers of Coated
Papers of Great
Britain. So, not
stamp related! *

Walsall ‘Horror’ Dummies on Cover
Show cancellation seen for first time

http://www.stampprinters.info/SPI_GuestBook.htm
http://www.stampprinters.info/SPI_GuestBook.htm
http://www.stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm

